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ABSTRACT

Described herein is the development of an efficient capability to analyze the
statistics of structural responses given a description of the statistics of the input,
or design, variables. In the application of interest, inputs and outputs are related
through a very large finite element model. The finite element model is approximated
here by a second-order hyper-surface. Developed for the quadratic relationship are
expressions for response means, standard deviations and correlation coefficients. The
analysis allows correlated and uncorrelated input variables, and admissible input vari
able distributions are normal, log-normal and Weibull.
In addition to characterizations o f response means, standard deviations and
correlation coefficients, response cumulative distribution functions can also be pro
duced for the quadratic input-output relationships, since an existing software interface
was rewritten to permit the use of a quality statistical analysis tool for the purpose.
Included in the thesis are several examples to illustrate the accuracy o f the new
analysis relative to the accuracy of a linear approach. Demonstrated is the superiority
o f the new analysis for the estimation of response means and of cumulative distribution
functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to produce earthquake-resistant buildings and storm-resistant off
shore oil platforms led in the civil engineering field to statistically-based reliability
methods. Over the past several decades these methods have been well refined, and
they have been looked at as candidate approaches for solving design problems in other
engineering fields. For example, at Ford Motor Company the methodology is being
used to objectively examine customer satisfaction and how it is influenced by the
variability that is characteristic of any manufactured product.
The basic problem in this sort of analysis may be simply stated: given the
statistics of the inputs to a process, and given a description of the process, determine
the statistics of outputs of the process. One difficulty is that the process is generally
complicated. In examining, for example, the NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness)
characteristics of an automotive body/frame structure, the process is a finite element
analysis that may include possibly 300 input variables, 50 output variables, and a
finite element model that may have up to one million degrees of freedom. The rela
tionship between problem size and complexity is clear. Moreover, although NVH FE
(Finite Element) analyses are typically “linear,” the input and the output variables
o f interest need not be linearly related. For example, an input variable could be the
thickness of sheet metal employed in a part of the structure, and an output variable
could be the first, or lowest, torsional natural frequency of the structure. The re
lationship between the sheetmetal thickness and the torsional natural frequency is
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not simple, and the relationship between the statistics of these quantities is yet more
complicated.
Given a non-elementary input to output relationship, the classical approach
to relate the input and output statistics is a Monte Carlo analysis. As the reader
will conclude, however, the potential cost of such an analysis given the size of the
application of interest is presently beyond reason, and, even assuming very optimistic
future improvements in computing power, the cost of a Monte Carlo analysis for this
application will remain prohibitive for a long time to come.
The history of reliability methods development is discussed in the next section
of this thesis.

Suffice it to say here that a considerable effort has been expended

to develop more efficient Monte Carlo analyses and approximations that reduce the
dependence on Monte Carlo analyses. Unfortunately, for the present application, even
the reduced computational load afforded by the new methods does not help enough
to permit a statistical analysis involving the “exact” process — the FE model.
For the above reason, attention at Ford focused on replacing the process by
a hyperplane approximation. UMR thus became involved in a Ford-funded study
to interface the best current statistical analysis methods and the hyperplane model.
UM R’s earlier work, also discussed in the next chapter, includes a statistical analysis
capability that functions with MOVE, Ford’s new^ multi-function optimization tool.
Using UMR’s work and MOVE, Ford engineers can “dial in” changes in input variables
and observe graphically the consequent changes in various outputs, or attributes,
together with appropriately displayed and quickly calculated statistical information.

3

This thesis describes work done at UMR as part of the second phase of the
Ford study.

What has been done presently is the replacement of the hyperplane

approximation of the FE model by a “hyper-quadratic surface.” Developed have been
the theory and the numerical implementation of the theory that permit the rapid
calculation of means, standard deviations and correlation coefficients for response
variables given the statistics of the input variables. Additionally, the interface with
existing statistical analysis tools in our previously written code has been upgraded.
This upgrade permits the determination of response cumulative distribution functions
for quadratic input-to-output relationships.
In Section III of this thesis is given a review of the essential elements of prob
ability theory, and in Section IV is summarized the theory that has been developed.
The reader wall find in Section V examples to illustrate the work that has been done.
Lastly, in Section VI, the results of the present work are summarized and discussed.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. CONTEXT
As described in the introduction, the relatively straightforward problem of
relating process input and output statistics is made complicated by the critical need
for economical computation. Progress in the development of viable numerical analysis
schemes and supporting theory is reviewed in the first part of this section. Ford’s
interest and involvement in statistical analysis and UMR’s subsequent participation
is summarized in the last part of this section.
The problem and associated issues may be rather simply stated.

If X =

( X i , X 2 . . . X n) is a set of n random parameters influencing a design, and if a “failure
function,” </(X), can be defined either implicitly or explicitly, then the probability of
failure is

Pt =

PlslX) < 0)

where / x (x) is the joint probability distribution function of X and f2 is the failure
region <?(X) < 0.
The determination o f this integral may be either very difficult, or it may not
be possible for the reason that the distribution function

/x ( x )

is not defined. The

goal of the research described in the following section has been to develop methods
to determine structural reliability, that is, to obtain pf, without having to perform a
difficult integration. This matter was addressed by several of the researchers discussed
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here in the context of a poorly defined joint probability relationship among the random
variables.

B. HISTORY
Probabilistic analysis tools have been used for a number of years by civil en
gineers to predict structural reliability. The supporting theory for this analysis has a
history of more than sixty years. It was not until the late nineteen sixties, however,
that significant and rapid advances were made in the theoretical development.
In 1967, Cornell [1] suggested the use of a second-moment code format. This
format involves only the means and variances of the random parameters that influence
the design. The failure function was assumed to be a hyperplane in the space of the
design variables, and the mean value and variance of the failure function were calcu
lated using this linear function. A reliability index — a measure of the probability of
failure — was calculated based on this linear function.
Ditlevsen [2] and Lind [3] independently observed that CornelLs reliability
index was not invariant. That is, it changed when certain problems were reformatted
in a mechanically equivalent way. This problem was addressed by Hasofer and Lind [4]
who developed an invariant reliability index. In the Hasofer-Lind scheme, the failure
surface was mapped from its original space (the design space) onto a standard normal
space, and the point on the failure surface which is closest to the origin of coordinates
in the new space was identified as the most probable failure point (this point is often
referred to as the MPP, and sometimes it is called the design point). The distance from
the origin to the design point in the standard normal space was proposed by Hasofer
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and Lind as the reliability index. In this scheme the value of the reliability index is
the same for the true failure surface as for the approximating tangent hyperplane at
the design point.
The accepted way to determine the MPP involves solving a nonlinear opti
mization problem with one constraint. Once the MPP is established, a linear approx
imation to the failure surface can be made at that point, and the reliability index
can be calculated. All of the present day fast probability integration methods can be
thought of as extensions of the Hasofer-Lind scheme.
The drawback of the Hasofer-Lind scheme is that the reliability index is a sub
jective measure of reliabilty. Unless the failure function is linear and all o f the random
variables are normally distributed, no direct relationship between the reliability index
and the actual reliability of the structure can be established.
Rackwitz and Fiessler [5] extended the concept of the reliability index by sug
gesting that non-normallv distributed variables can be transformed to equivalent nor
mal variables and can then be treated by the Hasofer-Lind analysis. The reliability
index, /3, produced by this approach and the MPP are obtained through a conver
gent numerical algorithm. An approximate probability of failure is then determined
by using pj — <£(—/?), where $(•) is the standard normal cumulative probability
distribution function evaluated at the argument (•). A requirement is that the fail
ure surface is approximately linear in the neighborhood of the design point. The
non-normal variables are transformed to equivalent normal variables by equating the
respective cumulative probability distributions and density functions at the design
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point, and then by determining the equivalent normal means and standard devi
ations. The theory behind this analysis was formally investigated by Ditlevsen [6],
who called it the “principle of the normal tail approximation.” The Rackwitz-Fiessler
algorithm represents what is now named the first order reliability method.
The second order reliability methods due to Tvedt [7], Kiureghian and Stefano [8], Fiessler et al. [9] and Breitung [10], apply the exact transformation Fx (x) =
where Fx (x) is a non-normal CDF and where u is the standard normal variable.
The transformation from x to u is nonlinear and hence a linear failure function in the
x-space generally transforms to a nonlinear function in the u-space. A quadratic ap
proximation is made to the failure surface at the MPP, and the probability of failure
is calculated based on this quadratic approximation.
The drawback of the second order reliability methods is that nonlinear trans
formation can significantly distort the original failure surface and in many cases the
transformed failure function is unknown (Transformations Fx (x) = $(u ) are nonlin
ear when the variable X is non-normal).
Chen and Lind [11] proposed another method for approximating non-normal
distributions. The non-normal CDF, Fx (x), is approximated by the function F'(x)
which is a three parameter normal distribution function given by

F'(x) = 7 <f>(u)

where
u=

x —
cr,V
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and the three parameters, 7 ,

and aN are determined by minimizing the error

between Fx (x) and F'(x) using a suitable weighting function.
Wu and Wirsching [12] devised the FPI algorithm for structural reliability
estimation.

This is referred to as the advanced first order reliability method (or

FPI method). This method is an extension of the Rackwitz-Fiessler and Chen-Lind
schemes. It consists of an improved method for constructing equivalent normal dis
tributions for non-normal variables and involves fitting a three-parameter normal
distribution to the original non-normal distribution using a weighting function. A
quadratic approximation to the failure surface is then made at the design point.
Following this, the quadratic function is transformed to a linear function by using
intermediate variables.
Wu and Wirsching [13] also demonstrated the application of the FPI algorithm
to problems in which the relationship between the response and design variables is
implicit, i.e., defined by a computer model. This work involves numerical computation
of the response for each iteration during the search for the MPP, and it can thus be
very costly for models of the size found in industry.
Wu et al. [14], developed an advanced mean value method (AM Y) for dealing
with problems having implicit performance functions. This method uses a linear ap
proximation to the response function about the mean values of the design variables.
Hence a smaller number of computations is required compared to the other meth
ods. The AM Y method also has been shown to compute accurate CDFs for highly
nonlinear response functions that are implicit in nature.
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All of the FPI methods make the assumption that the design variables are
uncorrelated. To analyze correlated variables, a transformation from the space of
correlated variables to a space of uncorrelated variables is first required.

In the

early years of the development of reliability theory, an orthogonal transformation
was applied to the correlated variables. This transformation is appropriate only for
normally distributed variables.
Hohenbichler and Rackwitz [15] suggested the Rosenblatt, transformation [16]
to deal with non-normal correlated variables. However, the Rosenblatt transforma
tion requires either the joint CDF of the correlated variables, or a complete set of
conditional CDF’s. Generally, only marginal CDF’s are available, and the joint CDF
can not be derived from the marginal CDF’s unless the correlated variables are nor
mally or log-normally distributed. For this reason, the Rosenblatt transformation has
limited utility.
Kiureghian and Liu [17] proposed an approximation to deal with non-normal
correlated variables when the only information that is available is a set of marginal
CDFs and correlation coefficients. For this method the original variables are trans
formed to normal variables which are assumed to be jointly normal.

A new set

of correlation coefficients is computed for the transformed normals. The latter set
of variables can then be transformed to uncorrelated normal variables using an or
thogonal transformation. The relationship between the correlation coefficients of the
non-normal variables and the transformed normal variables is determined using a set
of semi-empirical formulae.
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Wu et al. [18] developed a more general and compact method for relating
the correlation coefficients of the non-normal variables and the transformed normal
variables. This method is described in detail in Section IV.
A probabilistic structural reliability analysis code called FPI was developed
at the Southwest Research Institute. This code implements many of the methods of
probabilistic analysis discussed above.

C. UMR INVOLVEMENT
Several years ago Ford Motor Company approached UMR and requested a
study leading to methods for computing response statistics given a process description
and the statistics of process inputs. The approach was to be general and numerically
oriented. The study was to produce a tool that would function in conjunction with
any of several processes represented by large, design-oriented computer codes that
are employed at Ford.
To give the study a tighter focus, early work concentrated on NVH as the dis
cipline, and on large finite element structural models as the processes. The first gen
eration of the code produced at UMR, called SAMDES — an acroynm for Statistical
Analysis Methods in vehicle DESign — was delivered in early 1996 and was intro
duced to Ford engineers in the United States and Europe by way of a Ford satellite
teleconference and by subsequent seminars.
A schematic of SAMDES is showm in Fig. 1. As originally planned, SAMDES
would facilitate the direct interaction of a finite element code (NASTRAN) with a
statistical analysis engine. On the schematic of Fig. 1, the finite element process is
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Figure 1. Schematic of SAMDES
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described by the term “CAE file,” the finite element model input file. In this mode of
use, the finite element code is run under the control of SAMDES, and it interfaces via
SAMDES with any of three statistical analysis engines. One engine is FPI, the South
west Research Institute code described briefly in an earlier paragraph and discussed in
more detail later in this thesis. The others are a Monte Carlo analysis capability (indi
cated by MC on the figure) and a unique analysis that incorporates factory-measured
statistics for the input variables (SPC for Statistical Process Control).
A statistical analysis involving the finite element model directly was considered
at the time to be a feasible activity for small FE models, e. g., models of components
and subsystems, and for validations. That is, for validating the quality of approximate
analyses by running test cases using, for example, a Monte Carlo simulation.
For the use of SAMDES the mode of operation was to approximate the be
havior of the FE model by a hyper-surface in the space of the input variables. These
surfaces are described on Fig. 1 by the term “regression model.” The surfaces may be
either supplied to SAMDES, or they may be generated under the control of SAMDES
by the FE solver. For many input variable types, NASTRAN provides a solution
sequence called SOL200 that efficiently determines sensitivity information — the in
formation needed to develop a linear regression model.

SAMDES can direct the

operation of NASTRAN and the SOL200 sequence for this purpose. There are input
variables for which sensitivity information can not be developed via SOL200. For
these variables, a linear regression model can be built by running the FE model re
peatedly, again under the direction of SAMDES, to calculate the needed information.
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Figure 2. The SAMDES graphic user interface.

Given the linear regression model, various statistical analysis tools can be
called by SAMDES. These include FPI, MC and SPC — all discussed earlier. A
COVA analysis is also available. It performs the computation of response variable
means, variances, standard deviations and correlation coefficients.
The usual output of SAMDES is a tabular description of response variable
CDF’s. This information was expected to be used in conjunction with the COVA.
output quantities listed above. It was anticipated that the tabular information would
be processed by another computer code to produce a useful and helpful graphical
display of the statistical information. More will be said about this later. Figure 2
shows the SAMDES graphic interface.
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UMR developed SAMDES on the SGI platform. The reasons for this were that
SGI offers outstanding graphics hardware, and a good set of graphical development
tools. Advantage was taken of the quality hardware and software to produce the
friendly GUI (Graphic User Interface) exemplified in Fig. 2. Users select program
functions on the “operations bar” at the top of the SAMDES window and are shown
in response to mouse clicks pulldown menus that indicate available function choices,
and pullout menus that indicate analysis choices. In the figure, the user has reached
a point at which it is necessary to select a statistical analysis (PROCESS). The user
has selected FPI and must now decide which statistical analysis method to employ.
A status window can be optionally displayed to remind the user of his or her progress
through the steps needed to run the code. The users’ manual [19], available on paper
and on Ford’s intranet as a web document, describes these and other features in much
detail.
Ford is working presently with a new and promising design tool called MOVE [20].
Using MOVE an engineer can study a host of input to output relationships and can
do multifunction optimizations or manual studies by “dialing in” changes for the var
ious input parameters and observing the effects on a number of response quantities.
Response quantities, or “attributes” are quantifications of NVH, durability, safety
and similar vehicle properties.
The MOVE user interacts with the program via the keyboard, mouse and
virtual dials on the screen. The program output is visual, generally in the form of
Prado charts, which are plots of attributes versus a performance factor.
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Working with Paul Evans o f Iowa State University during the summer of 1996,
Professor Cronin of UMR interfaced SAMDES with MOVE. After this work was
completed, the MOVE user could observe statistical confidence bands superimposed
on MOVE attribute plots as typified in Fig. 3. The user can adjust a virtual sliding
scale to establish the desired confidence band, e. g., the ninety-five percent confidence
band, and the program interrogates the appropriate CDF produced by SAMDES,
interpolating as needed, to obtain the correct result. On the figure each point used to
produce the plot shown is a random variable having an associated CDF and confidence
band.
To ensure an adequately responsive performance, MOVE is formulated around
“hyperplane models,” that is, all relationships are assumed to be linear. Results that
have been produced to date indicate that the linear analysis is quite reliable. However,
there are situations where more accuracy is needed. Studies were thus undertaken
to build the necessary theoretical background and to write the needed software to
the upgrade the MOVE code to handle quadratic input to output relationships. This
is why the present study — the basis for this thesis — was initiated at UMR. As
a consequence of the work described here, SAMDES has been suitably modified to
correctly determine output statistics given input statistics for quadratic input to
output relationships. The new COVA analysis that is described here is presently being
interfaced with the MOVE code and will shortly be in production use. Although

<1 i n e a r

gr aph)

Figure 3. The MOVE attribute plot.
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the modified SAMDES also produces the quadratically-based CDF’s needed to deter
mine confidence bands, the process is thought to be too slow for interactive MOVE
use. For this reason another study is to be initiated shortly for further development.
Its goal will be to appropriately increase the speed of the quadratically-based CDF
computation.
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III. TERMINOLOGY AND THEORY

To understand probabilistic structural analysis a knowledge of the basic con
cepts and terminology of probability and statistics is required. These include random
variables, distribution functions, expected values, correlations etc. Some basic con
cepts are introduced in this section. For a more detailed study, the reader is referred
to an introductory text on statistics.

One such is Introduction to Probability and

Statistics by Bain and Engelhardt [21].
A random variable is a variable whose precise value can not be predicted. That
is not to say that quantifications are not possible — such quantifications are the goals
of statistical analysis. Certain of these are described in the following.
A random variable is denoted by an upper-case letter, X, and a particular
value of the random variable is denoted by the corresponding lower-case letter, x.
A vector of random variables is denoted by an upper-case letter in bold, X , and a
particular value of that vector is denoted by the corresponding bold lower-case letter,
x.

A random variable is characterized by its distribution function. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of a random variable X is

Fx ( x ) = P [X < x ](1)

where P { X < x] denotes the probability that X is less than or equal to x.
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The probability density function (PDF) of X is defined as

(2)

fx{x) =

or, alternatively, a function f x (x) is called the probability density function of the
random variable X , if the CDF of X can be represented as
X

F x{x)=

j fx(0<K(3)

—oo

Insofar as properties are concerned, the PDF is always greater than or equal to zero,
and the CDF is a monotone increasing function of x. Furthermore

1 > Fx (x) > 0

The expected value of a random variable X is called its mean fix • The mean
is a measure of the central tendancy of X . It is defined as
OO

Vx = E[X] = J

x f x (x) dx

(4)

— OO

The expected value of any function h(X) of the random variable X is defined as
OO

E[h(X)] = J

h(x) f x (x) dx

(5)

— OO

If a and b are constants and h(X) and g( X ) are functions of X , then

E [ a x g{X ) + b x fi(X)] = a x E fcp Q ] + b x E [h(X)}

( 6)

From equations (4), (5) and (6) it follows that

E [ X - nx \ = E[X] - E[nx ] = E[X) - » x = 0

(7)
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The variance of a random variable X is a measure of the dispersion of X . It
is defined as
uu

( X - n x ) 2] = J ( x - n x f f x ( x ) dx
—OO

( 8)

Higher moments of a random variable are similarly defined. The kth moment of a
random variable X about the origin, x = 0, is defined, for example, as
OO

u'km = E [ X t \ = J x hf x (x)dx

(9)

— OO

The kth moment of a random variable X about the mean, x = fix, is defined as

<X

OO

-

j

=

(x -fix )* fx(x)dx

( 10)

— OO

The third and fourth moments of the random variable X about the mean are employed
in this thesis. They are called the “skew” and “kurtosis” respectively.
The probabilistic relations among a set of random variables are defined by
their joint distribution function. The joint CDF of an n-dimensional vector of random
variables X = ( X i , X 2, ■■■, X n) is defined as

Fx.(xi, x 2, . . . , x n) = P[Xi < x 1, X 2 < x 2, . . . , X n < xn]

( 11)

The joint PDF of a vector of random variables X is defined as
dnFx (x i , x 2, . . . , x n)

f x ( x i , x 2,.. , , x n)

dxidx2 ... dxn

( 12)

Alternatively it can be stated that a function f x { x \ , x 2, .. . , x n) is the joint PDF of a
vector of random variables X , if the joint CDF of X can be defined as
Xl

F x ( x i , x 2, • • • , x n) = /

X2

Xn

/ ■ ' /

—oo —oo

—oo

/x(Cl,C2,--.,Cn)rfCl<2...dCn

(13)
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If a vector of random variables X has a joint PDF / x (x), then the marginal PDF of
the j th random variable X j is defined as
OO

OO

fXj(Xj) = / • ■ ■ / f x ( x I , x2, . . . , x n) dx 1 . . . d x j - i d x j + i . . . dxn
— OO

( 14)

— OO

that is, integration of the joint PDF is performed over all variables except the j th.
The corresponding marginal CDF of random variable X j is defined as
Xj

Fxjixj) = J fxj{C)<K

(15)

— OO

Random variables X i , . . . , X n, are statistically independent, or uncorrelated, when
the following properties hold

f x { x 1,.. •,®») = f x d x l) •■■fxn{xn)

(16)

F x (* i,.. ■,xn) = FXl(x i ) . . ■FXn{xn)

(17)

That is to say, both the joint PDF and the joint CDF can be factored into products
of the marginal PDFs and marginal CDFs respectively. If these properties do not
hold, then the random variables are said to be statistically dependent or correlated.
A conditional probability function of a random variable is also defined. If X
is a vector of n random variables, then the conditional PDF of the random variable
X n is the PDF of X n given that X\ = x x, . . . , X n- i = xn_i. It is defined as

fXn

•••>*£n—l) —

/ x Qd , - ••, x n)
f { x u .. .,X n- l )

where
/

oc

/x ( x ) dxn
-OO

( 1 8)
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The conditional CDF of X n is defined as
Xn
E x n (%n |*D>•••) %n—l)

J

f X n (C|*D> •••) ^ra—
l) dC

(19)

—oo

An important quantity relating two random variables is the covariance.

It

measures the degree of linear dependence between the two random variables. The
covariance of two random variables Xi and Xj is defined as
UU

a X iX j = E

( X i - \±Xx) ( X j - H x j)

= J

LXJ

J

( X i - H X i ) ( X j - H x 5) f x ( x u x 3) dxidxj
( 20)

If the random variables Xi and Xj are uncorrelated, then according to equation (16),
the joint PDF in equation (20) factors, and integration over aq and Xj may be per
formed independently. This establishes that the covariance equals zero

VXiXj

=

E (Xi - HXi)(Xj - /j,Xj)]

=

£ [ ( X, - nXl)] E [(Xj - iiXjj\

=

0

A generally more revealing dimensionless measure of dependence is called the corre
lation coefficient. It is defined as

PXiXj —

aXjXj
GXi^Xj

(21)
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IV. ANALYSIS METHODS

Distinguished in this section are two types of analysis. The first — treated im
mediately below — addresses the determination of means, variances and covariances
for response variables that are related quadratically to input variables. This work is
original, that is, it has not been observed elsewhere.
The second analysis involves the adaptation of existing software to permit the
computation of CDF’s for response variables that are quadratically related to input
variables. The existing software capabilities are reviewed here, and the refinements
that were required to do the new task are described.

A. REGRESSION MODEL
The term “regression model” is used here to characterize the quadratic input to
output relationships. Employed is a collection of truncated Taylor series expansions
(one for each response variable) about the nominal design of the structure. The kth
response variable Yk is thus given by

n

= no +

(s{k>){X -

M

+ i (X -

[S<‘ >]

{X -

where

X \ , ... , X n are the design variables
HXi is the mean of the design variable Xi

{ X - fxx j = (Ad - nxi >V 2 — Hx-2>•••>X n — fXxn)T

/iX}

(22)
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[S ? > ]

a re tthe
h e fi
first

and second order sensitivity- matrices.

These are defined as

(d

(*)\

_
-

/ dYk
\ dXi

=

(

dYk

hw
°2

i ?

d 2 Yi

dXi*
92Xt
ax2axi

(fc)

8Yk

dXt >

dX2

bp )

axiax2
a2y,
ax2*

d x ka x n

d 2 Yk
dXndXi

where,

j* for i = 1, 2,

a2n
dX n2

M

±k)

Jk)

C11

c 12

O n

Ik )

Ik )

C21

C22

r w
c n\

. . .

c (k )

unn

,n; j = 1, 2, . . .,n .

Although not indicated by the notation employed here, it is assumed that
all of the sensitivities are evaluated at the nominal design point, or that they are
approximated in the neighborhood of the nominal design point. Whether or not a
response function is actually twice differentiable at the design point is less an issue
than that the sensitivities are appropriate measures of the changes that take place in
the responses as the input parameters are varied in the region of interest.

B. RESPONSE MEANS, VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES
The expressions for the response means, variances and covariances were derived
as shown below. Equation (22) can be written as
n

=

Y^ + ' Z b f i X i 1=1

+

Hx.f
1 i=

1
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+ EE EE

~

V'Xi ) { X j -

i—1 j=i +l

(23)

H X j)

The mean fiYk and variance CTyfc of the response variable Yk can be written

A*n- =

S [n ]

4 ,

e

=

(24)
(25)

(Yk - MrJ2]

If Ye is the tth response variable, then the covariance of response variables Yk and Ye
is defined as
&YkY( = E [(Yfc - HYk)(Ye - Hy()\

(26)

Substituting equation (23) into equation (24) leads to the following equation

VYk

=

E

Yk

0+ EE
=1

bi k) ( X i ~ V X i )

i

+ EE
Z1
X

cii\ X i -

V X iY

i=

+E E
i=l

-

v x d iX j -

n x})

j~ i+ l

=

YU

+ t . b ?l )E -tX
([
1=1
n—1

nx ,))[(X, - v x f
i= l

n

+ i=
El E

c ^ E ^ X i - n x ^

(27)

j= i+ l

Equation (27) can be simplified by using the following identities. The latter applies
since it is assumed here that the design variables are uncorrelated.

t*Xi)] = 0

(28)

(Xi - HXi)(Xj - Hx3)
VXj) = 0

(29)

Substituting equations (28) and (29) into equation (27) allows the following equation
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to be written for the mean of the response variable Yk

VYk =

YkO

+- E

(30)

Ci i ) a X i

z i=1

where a\. is the variance of the design variable X{. In passing it is noted that equation
(30) illustrates the general rule that

t*g = E [g{X)]

g(fix)

Substituting equations (23) and (30) into equation (25) leads to an expression for a t

4

=

E

2 f=i

t=1

E E

+

1 n

cij](x i -

- nX]) -

i= 1 j = i + 1

^E cii)aXi

Z i- 1

Expanding and simplifying the above expression, one obtains an equation for the
variance of the response variable Yk

E { hf )2° X + 7cii)2

aYk

i= i 1

4

n—1

- o x ) + &ifc)c £ V 3(Xi)}
}

n

( fc) 2

+£ E 4

2

2

(31)

^Xi^Xj

i= l j = i + 1

Similarly the equation for the covariance between response variables Yk and Yt is
obtained by substituting equation (23) into equation (26) and simplifying

0 Y k Yt

+

=

1=1 *•
n —1

+

n

EE EE cbfc)
(

\cf ciii
%
2

ij Ci j'Oy.Cfxi
a X ia X j

i = l j= i+ 1

( d 4 (Xl)

- O x)

+

\

{b[t )cn

+

^ 3 (x , ) }

J
(32)
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In equations (31) and (32), /i3(X ) and H4 (x ) denote the skew and kurtosis
respectively of the ith design variable, AT

& W - w ) !

^ 3(vl)
^cx,)

-

E
( Xi /“x ,)4]

The above expressions can also be expanded

^3(x;) -

W (I ,|

where yA

and //4

Mx.

=

~

3A

(33)

SUx.CXi

+ 6 A‘ i i <7Xi -

4 / ‘ X i / ‘ 3 „ |)

(34)

are the third and fourth moments of the design variable Xi
= 0.

about the origin,

It is seen that to determine the mean and variance of the response variable
Yk, and the covariance of response variables Yk and Y(, information is needed about
the mean, variance, skew and kurtosis for all of the design variables A d ,. . . , X n. The
higher moments of a random variable X can be determined by evaluating the integral
shown in equation (9). In the present work expressions were developed for the skew
and kurtosis of the normal, lognormal and Weibull distributions. These are given
below. The detailed derivations are given in the Appendix A.

1.

Normal Distribution. The probability density function (PDF) of the nor

mal distribution is

fx(x)

00

> H > —0 0 , a > 0

—00 < x < 00
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where /x and a are the parameters of the normal distribution. The skew and kurtosis
of a normally distributed random variable are

^3(X) — 0
V\X)

— ^aX

(35)

2. Lognormal Distribution. The PDF of a lognormal distribution is written
as

1 ~-H“
f x { x ) = { V2Fcxe
0

)

x > 0
x < 0

oo > A > —o o , £ > 0
where A and Q are the parameters of the lognormal distribution, and where the mean
and variance are
eA+K 2

/xx =
2

_

°X

2A+2C2 _

— e

2

9-X

The third and fourth moments about the origin of a lognormally distributed random
variable are
=

*V>

P3A+|C2

e
_

J

^V)

“

4A+8C2

(36)

e

3. Weibull Distribution. The PDF of a Weibull distribution is

fx (x ) =

jp x e 1e ( 0)
0

9 > 0, /? > 0

x > 0
x < 0
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where 9 and /3 are the parameters of the Weibull distribution, and where the mean
and variance are

mx

=

/?r(i + i )

°\

— I'32r ( l + ^) - Mx

The third and fourth moments about the origin of a random variable with a Weibull
distribution, are

H)

^3(X)

=

p 3r\

^4(X)

=

/?4r i

H)

(37)

where E(-) is the Gamma function
roo
= Jo
/

dx

(38)

C. CORRELATED INPUT VARIABLES
The procedure described earlier for evaluating the means, standard deviations,
and covariances of the response variables is based on the assumption that the design
variables are uncorrelated or statistically independent. When considering the case of
correlated design variables, it is not possible to derive straightforward formulae for
Oyk and oykYr This is because in the derivation of expressions for the variance and
covariance of response variables, there are higher order correlation terms exemplified
by E[(Xi — HXi)3{Xj —

These are zero if the design variables are uncorrelated,

but if the design variables are correlated, they are not zero.
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The determination of E[(Xi — nXi)3{X j — fJ-Xj)] requires the evaluation of the
integral
OO OO

—oo —oo
where f x ( x i ,xj) is the joint probability density function (PDF) o f design variables

X{ and Xj.
Since the joint PDF is often not known, it may not be possible to determine
the higher order correlations. If, on the other hand, the design variables Xi and X j
are uncorrelated, then the joint PDF is simply the product of the marginal PDFs of
the design variables as shown in equation (16), and the integral in equation (39) is
simply zero.
The best way to treat the problem posed by correlated variables is to transform
the original variables to a set of uncorrelated variables. There are several transforma
tions described in literature [15, 16, 17, 18, 22] to do this job. These transformations
were examined during the present study, and the most suitable ones for the present
analysis were identified. In this section some of these transformation methods are
described.

1. Orthogonal Transformation. The transformation is

{t/} = [

where

T

(40)
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The transformation matrix [T], is the matrix of eigenvectors of the correlation
coefficient matrix [C]

[C] =

1

Pl2

P2\

1

Plr

(41)

Pn 1

where pij = pji for i — 1, . . . , n — 1 ; j = i + 1, . . . , n
The orthogonal transformation is applicable only to correlated normal vari
ables. This is because it is a linear transformation, and if the original variables are
all normally distributed, then the transformed variables will also have a normal dis
tribution. Whereas, if the original variables are non-normal then the transformed
variables will have an unknown distribution (Reference [13]).
2.

Rosenblatt Transformation.

The Rosenblatt transformation [16], em

ployed by Hohenbichler and Rackwitz [15], provides a means to transform non-normal
correlated random variables into uncorrelated normal random variables.
Consider a set of n correlated random variables, X = (Xi, X 2, . . . , X n) with a
joint cumulative distribution function (CDF) Fx (x ). A set of statistically indepen
dent normal variables U = (L\, U2,

, Un) can be obtained from the following set of

transformations:

«r

-

u2 =

(*i)]
$ _1[FT2(:c2|:ri)]
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=

$ MFxJXnlX!, . . .,Xn_i)]

where Fxn{x n|xi,. . . , x n_i) is the conditional cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of random variable X n.
For engineering applications the Rosenblatt transformation can not always be
used because the available data may not be sufficient to establish the conditional
probability density functions shown in the above equations.
3.

The Kiureghian-Liu Transformation Method.

It is quite often the case

that probability information is incomplete. Typically, the only quantities known are
the marginal probability density functions and the correlation matrix. In such cases
the Nataf model, proposed by Kiureghian and Liu [17], can be used. This method
consists of a three-step procedure.

1. Transform the non-normal variables to equivalent normals.

2. Find a new set of correlation coefficients for the equivalent normals.

3. Transform from correlated to uncorrelated normals.

a.

Finding the Equivalent Normals.

The first step is to transform the orig

inal random variables X = ( X i , . . . ,X n), into equivalent standard normal random
variables, U = (U\,. . . , Un), using the principle of the normal tail approximation
(Ditlevsen [6]). That is, the means and standard deviations of the equivalent normal
random variables are determined after assuming that the values of the P D F ’s and
CDF’s of the original random variables and the equivalent standard normal variables
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are the same at a specific point, x*, in the original variable space. The mapping is
shown below for a non-normal random variable X

Fx {x*)

=

$(u*)

(42)

/,(« • )

-

0 (“ -)

(43)

on

where
*
x* - ain
u — -----------

(44)

on

The parameters /j,n and <
j n are the equivalent mean and the standard deviation of the
approximate normal. From equations (42), (43) and (44), the approximate normal
parameters can be derived as
<t>[i-\Fx (x'))}
on

AW =

(45)

fx {x * )

(46)

X ^ Q -'lF x ix ^ C T N

The transformation is,
X = o x U + /w

(47)

The mapping point x* is important as it determines the quality of the approximation.
When calculating means and standard deviations, the logical choice for a mapping
point is the mean of the design variables. When calculating CDF’s this mapping is
done at the Most Probable Point (MPP). The MPP concept is discussed in detail
later in this thesis.
b.

Determining New Correlation Coefficients.

The next step is to calculate

a new set of correlation coefficients for the transformed normal variables.
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Let Xi and X j be any two correlated input variables, and let Ui and Uj be the
corresponding transformed correlated normals. Let R be the correlation coefficient of
Xi and Xj. Let r be the correlation coefficient of Ui and Uj. A joint distribution is
assigned to Xi and X j such that Ui and Uj are jointly normal.

= <t>(ui,Uj,r) |J|

(48)

where, the Jacobian is
\J\

dUj
dXi

dUj
dXj

aUj
dXi

aUj
ax.

(49)

From equation (47)

\J\ =

1
<7AT

0

0

l
UAT

1
\J\ =

&Ni &Nj

and from equation (43)
fx ^ X ^ fx ^ X j)
\J\ =

(50)

(f)(U i)(f)(U j)

The bivariate normal PDF is

: exp

(,j>(ui,Uj,r)

il?

2ttV T

— 2ruiUj — uj

2(1 - r2)

By definition, the correlation coefficient of X t and Xj is

R

=

E[(Xj - ^ x M X j - iiXj)]
VXi&Xj
oo

R

=

oo

I

Xi

fJ'Xi \ ( Xj
°xt

HXj

f x ,x j (Xi,x:i)dxidxj

(51)
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or, using equations (48) and (50)

R

U j , r)

fx A xJ fxjjxj)

dxidxj

4 > (U i)< f> (U j)

4>{ui, Uj, r ) duiduj

(52)

Solving equations (51) and (52) iteratively, one can compute r, given the value of R.
Thus, by repeating this procedure for each pair of correlated design variables, one
can determine a new correlation coefficient matrix relating the transformed normals.
c.

Transform Correlated to Uncorrelated Normals.

In order to obtain un

correlated normal variables from the correlated normal variables one can apply the
orthogonal transformation described previously in this section.
In order to avoid tedious computations in the calculation of r from R, Kiureghian and Liu [17] developed semi-empirical relations between r and R based on
the marginal distributions of Xi and Xj.

However, these relations have not been

published for many distribution types. Morever, they are not particularly suited for
incorporating into computer programs.
The method proposed by Wu et al. [18] is a more compact and general method
of relating r and R. This method is called here the R-to-r transformation.

This

method is described below.
4.

R-to-r Transformation.

Let Xi and X j be two random variables with a

correlation coefficient R. Let Ui and Uj be the transformed normal variables with
correlation coefficient r.
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By definition
R

E[X,X,] - E\X,]E[X,\
CXiCXj

(53)

Defining the product
C(l£i,Uj) -

Xi(Ui)Xj(Uj)

(54)

where

Xi(ui)

X j{U j

=

) =

Fx f{${ui))

Fx }{<f>(uj))

(55)

one may write equation (53) as

R a XiaXj = E[C] - E [X tX 3]

(56)

The derivatives of the product function C(ui,Uj) are defined as

Ckm —

( dk+mC \
\dukdu'p
3 /

(57)
(ui,uj)=(0,0)

and they are used to construct a Taylor’s series expansion of C(uiy Uj) about the point
(uiyUj) = (0,0). The reason for choosing this point is that U{ and Uj are standard
normal variables and hence have a mean of zero.

C = Coo T C\QUi + CoiUj + —(C 20U? + 2C\\UiUj + Co2U^) + H.O.T.

(58)

where H.O.T. represents the higher-order terms.
Substituting equation (58) into equation (56), the following equation is obtained

R a XiaXj

=

Cm + C wE[Ui] + CoiE[Uj } + ± ( c 70E[U?] + 2CllE[UiUj ] + C02E[Uf])
E[Xi]E[Xj] + E[H.O.T]

(59)
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Since Ui and U3 are standard normal variables one can derive the expected values of
UfUj1 using the moment generating function for the normal.
= 0 for k + m = 1 , 3 ,5 ,. ..
E[Un = E[Uf] = 1
'
E[UiUj] = r
E[UfUf] = 1 + 2r 2

(bUj

Using these values, one may simplify equation (59)

R a ^ j = Coo + ^(C 20 + 2rCn + C02) - E f t ^ E ^ ] + E [H.O.T]

(61)

Given the condition that r = 0 when R — 0, the righthand terms in equation (61)
that are not functions of r must sum up to zero. Therefore, equation (61) reduces to

(62)

R&Xi&Xj = r C n + E[H.O.T]

Neglecting small quantitities, one finds that the first-order approximate relationship
between r and R is
o x tcrXj
r « —4;— LR
Cn

(63)

In theory, higher accuracy for non-normal random variables may be obtained by using
higher-order terms. The present work involved the use of expressions containing terms
up to those having the index k + m = 8

RcrXicrx3 ~

Cu + ~(Ci3

^3i)

8 ^ 15 ^ ^ 33

^ 51)

+ r — (C 17 + 3C35 + 3C 53 + C 71)

1 2 C 22 + —(C24 + C 42) + —(C 26 + 2C 44 + C 62)
Z
o
C 33 + -( C 35
+ ^ r 4[C44]

^ 53)
(64)
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To compute r the coefficients Ckm can be determined numerically and equation
(64) can be solved. Forward, backward and central difference formulae can be used
for the numerical evaluation of these derivative terms. These formulae are given in
Appendix B. For example, the forward difference formula for the derivatives of the
function C(iii,Uj) at the point (ui0, Ujo) is given by

c km

=

S S

( - ! ) r+' ( ^ j

(ttto + { k - r)h, uj0 + (m - s)h)

(65)

where the order of the derivative is given by k + m, and where h is a finite increment
that is required for the calculation.
The problem with numerical derivatives is that higher order derivatives are
very sensitive to changes in the value of the increment h used in the finite difference
formulae. If the value of h is not chosen properly, absurd results for the derivatives
may be produced. The characteristics of the function C(ui,Uj) are not known in the
general case as it is dependent on the distributions of Xi and X j as can be seen from
equations (54) and (55). Hence it is difficult to estimate a optimum value for h.
For this reason closed-form, analytical expressions for the coefficients Ckm for
the Weibull and lognormal distributions were developed for the present study. These
are given in Appendix B.
When both of the correlated variables are lognormal, there is an exact rela
tionship between R and r

r =

ln(l + RSxjSx-j)
V 'i.(l + <%)ln(l + 4 , )

( 66)
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where Sx%and 8xj are the coefficients of variation of random variables Xi and X j

<5* = ^
Hx

(67)

This exact result permits the verification that, by working with a fourth order ap
proximation in the Taylor’s series expansion of C(ui, Uj), i.e., by using terms Ckm up
to k + m = 4, one may obtain accurate results (to two digit of accuracy) for r. It is
believed that this order of accuracy may be obtained by using these formulae for a
pair of correlated Weibull variables or for any other combination of Weibull, normal
and lognormal variables as well.
Thus it is seen that a number of transformations, both exact and approximate,
exist in literature. Generally, it is observed that people use approximate transfor
mations for simplicity. For example, the orthogonal transformation is used as an
approximate method of transforming non-normal correlated variables. In some cases,
the R-to-r transformation is skipped, i.e., it is assumed that r — R. The comparative
study of such approximate methods has not been performed here. It deserves to be
the subject of further investigation.
In the present work the orthogonal transformation has been used for correlated
normal variables and the Kiureghian-Liu method along with the R-to-r transforma
tion, has been used for correlated non-normal variables.

D. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
In addition to performing COVA analyses, SAMDES will determine CDF’s of
process responses. Presently these CDF’s are used as the raw material from which
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the SAMDES-MOVE interface calculates the confidence intervals to be plotted on
MOVE’S various attribute plots — or response plots.
CDF’s can, of course, be determined in a no-nonsense way using Monte Carlo
simulations. The trouble is that, Monte Carlo is not compatible with the present
problem size and the need for rapid turn-around. For this reason, the suite of ap
proximate methods for reliability analysis available in the FPI code is called upon to
do the needed analysis.
Discussed in the rest of this section are first SAMDES concerns — the format
of the quadratic regression model input file, and preparing the input for FPI analysis.
Discussed also is the theory behind the FPI analysis that was employed in the present
study. The treatment is brief; further information is available in [23].

1. SAMDES Concerns.

Shown in Fig. (4) is a sample SAMDES regression

model file for a quadratic model. The format of such files extends that of the linear
regression model file described in [19].

Each output variable has a unique name

specified on a line that begins with the characters rm=. In Fig. (4), for example, the
first output variables is dispxl.
On the following line are two integers indicating: 1) how many input variables
— in this case there are three input variables — and 2) what type of regression model
is being described. The first integer has a value of three indicating that there are three
input variables: xl2345, yl2345 and zl2345. For the second integer, a value of one
signifies a linear model, and a value of two signifies a quadratic model. In the present
case, the second integer has a value of two.
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/
/
o

T h is
is
a R e g re s s io n M odel b u i l t
by th e
T h is
R e g re s s io n M odel was b u i l t
u s in g a
- d is p x l

2
3 .7 4 0 5 9 9 0 0 0 E - 04
X12345
7.034000240E +02

W indows
CAE m o d e l

3

Y12345
Z12345
rm

=

7.034000240E +02
7 . 0 3 4 0 0 0 2 4 0 E + 02

1.000000000E +02

2

- 2 .783700000E-08

1 . 000000000E+02
1.000000000E +02

2
2

-5 .091292000E -06
4 .438090000E -07

- . 3E-10

1 . OOOOOOOOOE+02
1. OOOOOOOOOE+02
1 . OOOOOOOOOE+02

2
2
2

- 7 .939300000E-08
- 4 . 525828000E-06
4 .024660000E -07

l.E -1 0
.5E -10
-.3 E -1 0
.5E -10 2 .E -1 0
.2E -10
-.3 E -1 0
.2E -10
1.5 E -1 0

l.E -1 0
. 5E-10

. 5E-10
- . 3E-10
2 .0 E -1 0
.2E-10
. 2E-10

1 .5 E -1 0

d is p x 2

3 2
- 7 . 1 3 4 0 6 2 0 0 0 E - 04
X I 2345
7.034000240E-t-02
Y12345
7.034000240E +02
Z12345
co = 2
Y12345
Z12345

7 . 034000240E+02
X12345
Y12345

0.4
0.3

Figure 4. The regression model file

The next line contains the nominal design value of the response variable, and
on each of the subsequent lines (three in this case) is entered — in this order:

• The name of the input variable

• The mean value of the input variable

• The standard deviation of the input variable

• An integer signifying the distribution type of the input variable

• The linear sensitivity of the response variable with respect to the input variable
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/
/
/
/

Wed O c t 29 10 : 5 9 : 5 0 199 7
M odel-> R e g r e s s io n
R e g - M o d e l F i l e Name i s - > / u s r / p e o p l e / m a h e s h / R o l l a / m y
R e g r e s s io n T y p e -> N ot Needed

/
/
/
/

Response v a r ia b le s t o p r o c e s s ->
P r o c e s s T y p e - > FPI
P r o c e s s M e t h o d - > FORM
P r o c e s s A n a l y s i s - > CDF

cdf= d is p x l
- 0 . 172132E-02
- 0 . 1 2 1 0 2 5E -02
- 0 . 699182E-03
-0 .1 88114S -0 3
0 .8 3 4 0 2 1 2 -0 3
0 . 134509E-02
0 .1 8 5 6 1 6 2 -0 2
0 . 236722E-02
0.287829E -02
m ean/std dev
3.
cd f= dispx2
- 0 . 257660E-02
-0 .2 1 2 2 1 6 E -0 2
- 0 . 166773E-02
- 0 . 1 2 1 3 2 9E -02
-0 .3 0 4 4 1 2 2 -0 3
0 .1 5 0 0 2 6 2 -0 3
0 .6 0 4 4 64E -0 3
0 . 105890E-02
0 .1 5 1 3 34E -0 2
m ean /std dev - 7 .
cd f= dispx3
-0 .1 7 9 7 4 2 E -0 1
- 0 . 176499E -01
- 0 .1 7 3 2 56E -0 1
- 0 . 170014E -01
- 0 .1 6 3 528E -01
- 0 . 160286E -01
- 0 . 157043E -01
- 0 .1 5 3 800E -01
- 0 . 150558E -01
m ean/std dev - 1 .
caf= dispx4
- 0 . 177453E -01
- 0 . 174425E -01
-0 .1 7 1 3 9 8 2 -0 1
-0 .1 68370E -0 1
- 0 . 162316E -01
- 0 .1 5 9 2 88E -0 1
-0 .1 56261E -0 1
- 0 . 153233E -01
- 0 . 150206E -01
m ean/std dev -1

D efa u lt

to

a ll

s a m p l e s / q u a d . rra

v a ria b les

in

RM

0 . 178846E-04
0 . 907401E-03
0.174859E -01 *
0 . 135150E+00
0 . 815520E+00
0 . 9 7 0 821 E+0 0
0 . 9 9 80 3 5E + 00
0 .999946E+00
0 . 999999E+00
740600000E-04
5 .1 1 0 6 7 0000E-04
0 . 175585E-04
0 . 900051E-03
0 . 174388E-01
0 .135085E+00
0 . 815468E+00
0.97076 42+ 00
0 . 998023E+00
0 . 999945E+00
0 . 999999E+00
134060000E-04

4 . 544380000E-04

0 . 164262E-04
0 . 873997E-03
0 . 172705E-01
0 . 134854E+00
0 . 815282E+00
0 . 970558E+00
0 . 997978E+00
0 . 999942E+00
0 . 999999E+00
664470000E-02

3 . 242660000E-04

0 . 525703E-06
0 .2 3 0350E-03
C . 116335E-01
0 . 126542E+00
0 . 809175E+00
0 . 963613E+00
0 . 996167E+00
0.999766E+00
0 .999991E+00
650400000E-02

3 . 027400000E-04

Figure 5. A sample SAMDES output file

d (dispxl)
d (xl2345)
Following these entries on the line under discussion are the second order sen
sitivities. For the present file, these are, reading from left to right
d2 (dispxl)
d2 (xl2345)

d2 (dispxl)
d(xl2345)d(y!2345)

d2 (dispxl)
d (xl2345)9(zl2345)
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Although the matrix of second order sensitivities is symmetric, the full matrix
must presently be entered.
Following the entry of all of the sensitivity data, one enters a table of correla
tions. This feature is exactly as described for the linear model in [19].
When SAMDES is asked to employ the FPI, the program will prepare the
input for FPI. In the case of a quadratic model, SAMDES will specify a quadratic
input function (*G F U N C T IO N = QU AD ), and it will develop a set of 2n + 1
values for the response function, yk. These results will be written to the FPI input
file as a part of the *DATASETS sequence (along with the associated values of the
input variables, Xi, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n).
If there are m response variables, then SAMDES will run FPI m times, and
m CDF’s will be constructed. In Fig. 5 is shown a sample of a CDF output file that
SAMDES produces.
2. FPI Theory and Analysis.

Reliability workers speak of a Z-function,

Z (X ). When the function is less than a specified value z0) failure ensues. An as
sociated limit state function is also employed

9(X) = Z (X ) - z 0 = 0

(68)

which defines the boundary in parameter space between a safe and a failing system.
The probability of failure of the system is defined by

pf = P l/ ,(X )< 0 ] = f n f x ( x ) d x

where Q is the domain for which g(X ) < 0.

(69)
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The technology of reliability is presently employed by varying z0 and by solving
equation (69) for each 20•
Although SAMDES is quite flexible in terms of the method that it permits
the FPI code to employ for a statistical analysis, the natural choices for the linear
and the quadratic analysis appear to be the FORM method and the FPI method,
respectively. These methods are described briefly in the following.
a. Most Probable Point. Common to both the FORM and the FPI methods
is the MPP, or the Most Probable Point. Analyses typically employ a mapping via
distribution transformations from the design space, X , to the space of u, the standard
normal uncorrelated variables. In the new space the joint distribution function of X
maps to a function of u that is rotationally symmetric and decays exponentially with
the square of the distance from the origin, u = 0 , and the function g (X ) maps to
g(u). The MPP is defined as the point, u*, that lies on g(u) = 0 and is closest to the
origin of coordinates. A natural way to determine j3, the distance from the origin to
u*, is to minimize
/32 = u - u

(70)

subject to the constraint that g(u) = 0 .
b. FORM.

Depending on the function g in g (X ) = 0 and the distributions

of X , the function g(u) may be highly nonlinear. The FORM method involves a
linearization of <7( 11) about the most probable point, u*
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<?i(u ) — a0 +

a,i(ui —u*)

(71)

1=1
and the minimum distance, /?, is approximated by the distance from the origin to the
hyperplane g\ (u)
q

__ % _ Q0 ~b

ai^i

The probability of failure, p /, is then

Pf = $ ( - /? )

(73)

where $(•) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution.
c.

FPI.

The advanced first order reliability method or the FPI method

involves first approximating g(X) in the original space — the space of X — by a
quadratic expansion about the MPP, x*

g2(X ) = ± a i( X i 1=1

X -)

+ M X, -

(74)

Using the change of variables

(75)

one may write eq (74) as a linear function

02(Y) — Co + ^2 ciY

(76)

i= l

The distribution for each of the variables Yi is approximated by a three parameter
normal distribution, and an optimizing process based on minimizing the sum-ofsquares error between the above distribution and the actual distribution of Yi.
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The last step in the FPI method is to compute the probability of failure using
the formula
P / = « ( - / ? ') I P

(77)

i- 1

where 3' is calculated using the parameters of the equivalent normal distribution, /qv
and <jjv, and 7* is the additional scale parameter used in the approximation.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION

The analysis developed in the previous section was implemented in the COVA2
computer program. This program was interfaced with SAMDES and is now available
as one of the analysis options in SAMDES. The new program will also be interfaced
at Ford with the MOVE software described earlier in this thesis. In this section a
description how to use COVA 2 is given, and several examples are offered to demon
strate the improved analysis capability that it offers. The first model employed for
this purpose is a simple cantilever beam. The second model — an FE model of a
simply-supported beam — is a more representative example of the intended use of
the program.

A. THE COVA2 PROGRAM
COVA2 was written in C + + . The design and development of the program
involved the application of object-oriented methodology. Two C + + classes unique
to the problem at hand were defined. They are the Random Variable class and the
Regression Model class. These classes help in the efficient implementation of the
present program and can also be used in the development of programs in the future.
COVA2 also uses a comprehensive matrix library developed by the writer during a
graduate course project.
As input COVA2 requires a description of the regression model that relates the
response variables and the design variables. It also requires for each input variable
its statistics — its mean, standard deviation and distribution type. If correlations
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among input variables exist, then these must also be specified. The program can
handle normal, lognormal and Weibull distribution types. For these distributions,
COVA2 will process either correlated or uncorrelated input variables. As pointed out
in the previous chapter, the analysis is exact when the correlated variables are from
a normal distribution. If, however, the correlated variables are from a lognormal or
Weibull distribution, then the calculations are approximate.
The program produces as output the means, standard deviations and the covariances of the response variables.

B. RUNNING CQVA2 FROM WITHIN SAMDES
The running of COVA2 from within SAMDES is straightforward.

1. The PROCESS menu-pane is clicked, and the REGRESSION MODEL option
is chosen as illustrated in Fig 6. This opens a pop-up window that prompts the
user for the name of the regression model input file.

2. The COVA2 option is chosen from the PROCESS menu-pane as illustrated in
Fig 7.

3. The next step is to select the START option from the MAIN menu-pane as
shown in Fig 8. This prompts the user to enter an output filename. Once the
file is named, COVA2 executes and writes the results appropriately.
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Figure 6. Selecting the REGRESSION MODEL option.

Figure 7. Selecting the COVA2 option.
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Figure 8. Selecting the START option.

C. CANTILEVER BEAM EXAMPLE
The first model analyzed was that of a cantilever beam with a load at its tip.
The model is shown in Fig 9. The geometric parameters of the beam, the length of
the beam, L, and the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the beam, /, were the
random input variables. The statistics of these design variables are given in Table I.
The other input parameters for this model, the tip load, P, and the Young’s modulus,

Figure 9. Cantilever beam with a tip load.
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Table I. Model 1, Statistical properties of the input variables
Design variable

Length
Moment of Inertia

Mean

Standard deviation
Example 1

Example 2

0.002 m

0.15 m

1.5 m

5.208 x 10-°7 m4 0.3 x 10- 07 m4

5.208 x IQ-08 m4

E, were treated as deterministic. The values for these parameters are P = 1000.0 N
and E = 1.6 x 10u Pa.
Cases were run for design variables having a normal distribution and a Weibull
distribution. Uncorrelated and correlated design variables were considered. To ex
amine the effect of the size of the variance of the input variables, cases were run with
two different values for the variances.
The response variables were the displacement at the tip of the beam, 5, and
the maximum normal stress at the root of the beam, a. In this example, the response
variables can be written as explicit functions of the design variables
.

PL3
3E l

*

~

PL2
21

The analysis began with the construction of the quadratic and linear regression models
for the response variables. Models require the first and second derivatives of the
response variables with respect to the design variables. Equations (78) and (79) were
differentiated to obtain the needed expressions. The derivatives were then evaluated
at the nominal design point, that is, for the mean values of the design variables.
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The derivation and calculation of the first and second derivatives of the tip
displacement are shown below
dS

PL2

dL

El

d5

- PL3

dl

3E P

d25

2PL

dL2

El

d25

2P L 3

dr-

3E P

d25

PL2

dldL

EP

1000 x (1.5)2
1.6 x 1011 x 5.208 x 10~7
= -2 .59 x 104
= 3.60 x 10~2
= 9.96 x 1010
= -5.18 x 10~4

The quadratic regression model for the response variable 8 is

as \

5 =

j

—

dI t 1 / - IP
d 25
dLdl

d2s

d2S
dP

COco

cm

f

L - Ll
I - Li J

where fiL and

L

L d ld L

L -^ l \
I —Vi J

are the mean values of the design variables L and I respectively.

Their values are given in Table I.
Similarly, the first and second derivatives of the response variable a can be
calculated
da
dL
da

Hi
d2a
dP

=

2.88 x 109

=

-4 .15 x 1015

=

1.92 x 109
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d2o

1.59 x 1022

~dP
d2o
dldL

-5.53 x 1015

The regression model for the response variable a is then

da da
+ /\ dL
di

1 1

+ r

Hl
Hi

>(
r

L - Hl
I - Hi
r a2a
dL2
d2a
L dldL

)

d2a
dLdl
d2a
dP

L - Hl
I -

Hi

A regression model file (an RM file) based on these data was assembled for
input to the SAMDES code. A sample RM file is shown below for the present model.
This file is for the case where the design variables L and I are each normally dis
tributed and are correlated with a correlation coefficient of value = 0.30.

/ This Regression Model represents a Cantilever beam problem : Examplel
/ This is a quadratic regression model and all the design variables
/ are Normally distributed and uncorrelated,
rm = DISP
2 2

1 .350000000E-02
LENGTH 1 .500000000E+00
-5.180000000E-04
INRTIA 5.208000000E-07
9.960000000E+10
rm = STRESS

2.OOOOOOOOOE-03 2

2.700000000E-02

3.600000000E-02

0.300000000E-07 2 -2.590000000E+04 -5.180000000E-04

2 2
2.160000000E+09
LENGTH 1.500000000E+00
-5.530000000E+15
INRTIA 5.208000000E-07
1.590000000E+22
co = 1
LENGTH INRTIA 0.3

2.000000000E-03 2

2.880000000E+09

1.920000000E+09

0.300000000E-07 2 -4.150000000E+15 -5.530000000E+15

1. Results of the Covariance Analysis.

The covariance analysis was per

formed on the cantilever beam model (referred to hereafter as Model 1) described
here. Two sets of examples were run for Model 1. These are called Example 1 and
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Example 2. The second example had higher values for the standard deviation of
the design variables than did Example 1. For each example set, different cases were
studied assuming the design variables to be from normal distributions and Weibull
distributions. The cases of correlated and uncorrelated design variables were both
considered.
a. Example 1.

The results of the covariance analysis for Example 1 are

summarized in Tables II through V. The results for the linear and quadratic regression
models are presented and compared to the reference solution — a solution produced
with a Monte Carlo simulation. A Monte Carlo sample size of 1 x 106 ensured that
the reference solution was highly accurate.
The most significant result to be observed in Tables II through V is that the
quadratic model predicts the values of the response means with an error that is at
least an order of magnitude smaller than that produced by the linear model.

Table II. Model 1, Example 1, Uncorrelated normal design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10-2

0.362

1.3545 x 10~2

0.030

standard 7.7887 x 10~4
deviation

1.392

7.8145 x 10~4

1.066

mean

2.1600 x 109

0.338

2.1672 x 109

0.008

standard 1.2463 x 108
deviation

1.250

1.2504 x 108

0.925

0.030

0.9997

0.030

correlation coefficient

0.9997
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Table III. Model 1, Example 1, Correlated normal design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10-2 0.327

1.3545 x 10~2

0.004

standard 7.6254 x 10~4 1.463
deviation

7.6517 x 10-4

1.123

mean

2.1600 x 109

0.329

2.1670 x 109

0.004

standard 1.2289 x 108
deviation

1.321

1.2330 x 108

0.996

0.001

0.9997

0.001

correlation coefficient

0.9997

Table IV. Model 1. Example 1, Uncorrelated Weibull design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root

mean

% error

1.3500 x 10"2 0.361

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3545 x 10~2 0.030

standard 7.7887 x 10~4 6.981
deviation

8.2161 x 10~4

1.876

mean

<N

2.1600 x 109

0.360

2.1672 x 109

0.030

standard 1.2463 x 108
deviation

6.865

1.3146 x 108

1.761

0.003

0.9998

0.001

correlation coefficient

0.9997

Insofar as estimating the response standard deviations is concerned, in all but
the case of correlated Weibull input variables, the quadratic model produced errors
that were somewhat lower to significantly lower than the errors produced by the linear
model. The situation for the case of the design variables being correlated and Weibull
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Table V. Model 1, Example 1, Correlated Weibull design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10~2

0.349

1.3543 x 10"2

0.030

standard 7.6254 x 10~4
deviation

6.958

7.4648 x 10“ 4

8.918

mean

2.1600 x 109

0.351

2.1667 x 109

0.040

standard 1.2289 x 108
deviation

6.796

1.2030 x 108

8.760

0.003

0.9997

0.002

correlation coefficient

0.9997

distributed is controversial in that the linear model does not recognize the difference
between a Weibull distribution and a normal distribution. This may be observed for
the correlated case by comparing the response standard deviations for the normally
distributed input variables shown in Table III to the respective response standard
deviations for the Weibull distributed input variables shown in Table V. It may thus
be a happy accident that the results shown for the linear model in Table V were
better than the results for the quadratic model.
It is also seen in these tables that both the quadratic model and the linear
model predict the correlation of the responses well. It is observed, however, for this
example that the response variables will be highly correlated even when the input
variables are uncorrelated because the response variables are strongly related as can
be seen by an inspection of eqs (78) and (79). For all of the cases of correlated input
variables a correlation coefficient of 0.30 was employed.
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b. Example 2.

For the second example, MODEL 1 was also employed, but

the coefficients of variation for the input variables were raised to 0.1, as may be
observed in Table I. The means of the input variables as well as all of the other
properties were unchanged.
The results of the various cases are summarized in Tables VI through IX. It
is seen, once again, that the quadratic model produced estimates for response means
that were always superior to, and generally an order of magnitude better than that
produced by the linear model. Errors in the estimate for the response means were
larger in each of the present cases for quadratic and linear results relative to their
respective errors in the EXAMPLE 1 analyses. Present values were, however, still
quite respectable for the quadratic model.
For the uncorrelated and correlated normally distributed input variables, the
estimates for the response standard deviations produced by the quadratic model were

Table VI. Model 1, Example 2, Uncorrelated normal design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10~2

3.952

1.4040 x 10~2

0.109

standard 4.2687 x 10~3
deviation

3.818

4.3112 x 10~4

2.861

mean

2.1600 x 109

2.039

2.2032 x 109

0.082

standard 4.8305 x 108
deviation

2.476

4.8689 x 108

1.699

0.232

0.9835

0.415

correlation coefficient

0.9899
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Table VII. Model 1, Example 2, Correlated normal design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10“ 2

3.079

1.4040 x 10~2

0.798

standard 3.8658 x 10~3
deviation

2.521

3.9152 x 10"3

1.276

mean

2.1600 x 109

1.436

2.1902 x 109

0.057

standard 4.2109 x 108
deviation

1.583

4.2325 x 108

1.077

0.269

0.9747

0.800

correlation coefficient

0.9852

Table VIII. Model 1, Example 2. Uncorrelated Weibull design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.3500 x 10~2

3.930

1.4040 x 10~2

0.087

standard 4.2687 x 10~3
deviation

0.919

4.0795 x 10~3

3.554

mean

2.1600 x 109

2.096

2.2032 x 109

0.140

standard 4.8305 x 108
deviation

1.958

4.8074 x 108

2.427

0.251

0.9828

0.464

correlation coefficient

0.9899

better than the results of the linear analysis. For Weibull distributed input variables,
the linear model produced better estimates for the response standard deviations.
Results generally for both analyses were often significantly better than the results
produced in EXAMPLE 1.
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Table IX. Model 1, Example 2. Correlated Weibull design variables
Response variable

Statistic

Linear Analysis
value

Tip displacement
(m)
Stress at root
(N /m 2)

mean

% error

1,3500 x 10“ 2 3.022

Quadratic Analysis
value

% error

1.4029 x 10~2

0.777

standard 3.8658 x 10~3
deviation

2.670

3.8724 x 10~3

2.844

mean

2.1600 x 109

1.458

2.1895 x 109

0.111

standard 4.2109 x 108
deviation

0.866

4.1864 x 108

1.444

0.400

0.9749

0.652

correlation coefficient

0.9852

Errors in the estimation for the correlation coefficient of the response variables
are seen in Tables VI through IX to be quite small. The linear analysis is seen to
have produced smaller errors.
2. Results of the CDF Analysis.

A CDF analysis was performed for the tip

deflection of MODEL 1. The design variables were assigned the values specified for
EXAMPLE 2 as listed in Table I. For this investigation the statistical properties
employed for the design variables were uncorrelated normal, correlated normal and
uncorrelated Weibull.
The SAMDES interface and the Southwest Research code were employed, and
the method used for the linear analysis was the FORM method (the First Order
Reliability Method) which was considered to be the most compatible approach for
treating a linear model. For the quadratic model, the FPI method (also called the
Advanced First Order Reliability Method) was employed. Although the FPI method
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was believed to be a good choice for the quadratic model, an evaluation was later
conducted to compare the results of FORM and FPI for the analysis of the quadratic
model.
To assess the accuracy of the linear and quadratic models, the response CDF
was also computed using a Monte Carlo analysis program developed at UMR. The
Monte Carlo analysis performed 50,000 simulations to generate a CDF plot. The
confidence in the accuracy of the Monte Carlo results may be investigated with a
formula due to Shooman [24]

%Error = 200 J L i l t

V n Pf

(80)

where p j is the probability of failure, and n is the number of simulations. Equa
tion (80) indicates that there is a 95% chance that the percent error in the estimated
probability will be less than that given by the right hand side expression.
For example, in the present analysis 50,000 simulations were performed. So
the percent error for the 95th percentile, (pj = 0.95), can be estimated

%Error =

«

200

V 50000 x 0.95

0. 2%

Thus there is a 95% likelihood that the probability of failure lies in the range 0.95 ±
0.002 and a corresponding likelihood that the 95th percentile has been estimated to
within approximately ±0.2%.
Figures 10 through 12 illustrate respectively CDF’s that were developed for
the cases of normally distributed uncorrelated and correlated input variables, and un-
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Figure 10. CDF of tip response using uncorrelated normal design variables

correlated Weibull distributed input variables. The figures provide a visual indicator
that the quadratic model generally follows the exact CDF better than does the linear
model. A more quantitative indication is provided here in Tables X through XII for
these same cases respectively.
The question of what constitutes a good fit to the exact result is one that
is not addressed in the open literature. Considering the variety of uses for a CDF,
this is readily understood. The present application will involve the presentation of
response variable confidence intervals in conjunction with response variable means.
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Figure 11. CDF of tip response using correlated normal design variables

It is logical, therefore, to assess the present goodness of the estimates for the CDF’s
by determining the deviations from the exact results at percentiles of interest. Used
here are the 70th, 80th, 90th and 95th percentiles.
Inspection of Tables X through XII indicates that the estimates produced
by the quadratic model are generally considerably better than those produced by
the linear model. In all cases, for every percentile of interest the quadratic model
produced estimates with significantly lower errors when compared to the estimates
produced by the linear model.
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Figure 12. CDF of tip response using uncorrelated Weibull design variables

As a subsidiary issue, the choice of a method for analyzing the quadratic model
was investigated. The FORM approach involves a linearization, but this is done in a
transformed space — the space of uncorrelated standard normal variables. For this
reason, its influence on the final result is unclear. The behavior shown in Fig. 13 is for
input variables that are Weibull distributed and uncorrelated. The CDF produced
by the FPI analysis and the quadratic model appears to follow the exact solution
better than the CDF produced by the FORM analysis and the quadratic model. The
difference between these solutions was most significant for this case. Other cases
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Table X. Model 1. CDF of tip response for uncorrelated normal design variables
Percentile

Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value

% error

value

% error

70th

1.5739 x 10~2

1.183

1.5964 x 10~2

0.233

80th

1.7093 x 10~2

2.551

1.7513 x 10~2

0.156

90th

1.8970 x 10~2

4.862

1.9735 x 10~2

1.028

95th

2.0522 x 10~2

7.308

2.1708 x 10~2

1.952

Table XI. Model 1, CDF of tip response for correlated normal design variables
Percentile

Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value (m)

% error

value (m)

% error

70th

1.55276 x 10~2

0.972

1.59394 x 10~2

1.654

80th

1.67535 x 10-2

2.084

1.73261 x 10“ 2

1.263

90th

1.84542 x 10~2

3.784

1.9735 x 10~2

1.013

95th

1.98586 x 10~2

5.705

2.11927 x 10~2

0.630

Table XII. Model 1, CDF of tip response for uncorrelated Weibull design variables
Percentile

Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value (m)

% error

value (m)

% error

70th

1.58609 x 10~2

1.790

1.61673 x 10-2

0.107

80th

1.69994 x 10"2

3.082

1.74522 x 10~2

0.501

90th

1.84904 x 10-2

4.836

1.92373 x 10~2

0.992

95th

1.96652 x 10-2

7.020

2.06726 x 10~2

2.257
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Figure 13. Comparison of CDF’s produced by FORM and FPI for quadratic model

examined — uncorrelated normal and correlated normal input variables — showed
that the FPI method produced a better match to the exact result than did the FORM
method, but the difference between FORM and FPI results was less significant than
that illustrated in Fig. 13.

D. FINITE ELEMENT EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the use of linear and quadratic models for the statistical analy
sis of FEA-generated response variables, a planar, simply supported beam of uniform
cross-section was modeled. To make the problem more interesting a spring to ground
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at the center of the beam’s span was included. The system is shown in Fig. 14. Matlab was employed to write a purpose-built finite element code to analyze the beam.
Ten two-noded. four degree of freedom beam elements were employed leading to an
eighteen degree of freedom system given the two end conditions of zero displacement.
Matlab produced the consistent mass matrix, stiffness matrix and eigenfrequencies for various realizations of the model. The results of analysis were employed
in Monte Carlo simulations to establish the reference solutions, and the results of anal
ysis were also used to determine the derivatives that define the linear and quadratic
models.
The random input variables for the model were the length, L, Young’s modulus,
E, and density, p, of the beam and the stiffness, ks, of the spring that connects the
center of the beam to ground. The statistics of the design variables — the means
and standard deviations — are given in Table XIII. For the analysis described here,
the input variables were assumed to be either normally or Weibull distributed. Two
cases of normally distributed input variables were examined — uncorrelated variables

L
•*

Figure 14. Simply supported beam with a spring attached at center of span
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Table XIII. Model 2, Statistical properties of the input variables
Design variable name

Mean value

Standard deviation

Length, L

80 in.

8 in.

Young’s Modulus, E

2.9 x 107 psi

3.0 x 106 psi

Density, p

7.324 x 10~4 lb/in 3 8.789 x 10~5 lb/in3

Spring stiffness, ks

50 lb/in

5 lb/in

and correlated variables. For the case of correlated input variables, only one pair of
variables was assumed to be correlated, Young’s modulus, E , and the density, p. The
correlation coefficient used here was 0.4. The input variables that were not treated
as random were / , the second moment of area of the beam cross-section, and A, the
area of the cross-section. A value of 0.00521 in4 was employed for / , and a value of
1.0 in2 was employed for the area.
The response variable of interest for this model was the natural frequency of
the first mode of vibration for the structure.
The first and second order sensitivities were computed numerically by per
turbing the design variables about their mean values and by computing the response
for each perturbed case. The magnitude of the perturbation for each design variable
was equal to the standard deviation of that design variable. The central difference
formula was applied to compute the sensitivities. This work requires 2n + 1 runs of
the FE code for each output variable. At present there was one output variable, f x,
the first natural frequency of the beam, and there were four input variables (n = 4).
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1. Covariance Analysis.

The results of the covariance analysis for the finite

element model are summarised in tables XIV to XVI.

The results for the linear

and quadratic analyses are presented and are compared to the solution produced
by a Monte Carlo-based “exact” solution. The sample size used for the Monte Carlo
simulation was 1 x 10°. The cases considered for this model were uncorrelated normal
design variables, normal design variables with a correlated pair, and uncorrelated
Weibull design variables.

Table XIV. Model 2, Uncorrelated normal design variables
Response variable

Frequency
(Hz)

Linear Analysis

Quadratic Analysis

value

% error

value

7.3096

1.567

7.4348

0.120

standard 0.8523
deviation

6.305

0.8654

4.859

Statistic

mean

% error

Table XV. Model 2, Correlated normal design variables
Response variable

Frequency
(Hz)

Statistic

Linear Analysis

Quadratic Analysis

value

% error

value

7.3096

1.581

7.4333

0.085

standard 0.8307
deviation

6.121

0.8436

4.663

mean

% error

Seen is that for all of the cases examined the quadratic model produced esti
mates for the mean of the response that were at least an order of magnitude better
than those of the linear model.
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Table XVI. Model 2, Uncorrelated Weibull design variables
Response variable

Frequency
(Hz)

Statistic

mean

Linear Analysis

Quadratic Analysis

value

% error

value

7.3096

1.826

7.4348

0.143

16.654

0.9324

8.821

standard 0.8523
deviation

% error

The errors for the response standard deviation estimates using the quadratic
model were lower than the errors for the estimates using the linear model.

The

difference was significant for the case o f uncorrelated Weibull design variables.
2. CDF Analysis.

The response variable for which CDF’s were generated

was the natural frequency of the first mode of vibration for the structure. Offered
are comparisons of CDF’s based on the linear and quadratic models, and the exact
CDF in Figs. 15, 16and 17 for, respectively, the cases of normal uncorrelated input
variables, normal input variables with one correlated pair, and Weibull uncorrelated
input variables. The “exact” solution involved a Monte Carlo analysis and 50,000
simulations. Shooman’s formula predicts with a 95% confidence an error of less than
±0.2% for the 95th percentile. The error for lower percentiles is correspondingly less.
Seen on all three figures is that the quadratic model always provides a better
estimate for the exact solution than does the linear model. More precise information
concerning the accuracy of these approximations for the cases investigated may be
found in Tables XVII to XIX. For the distributions and the correlation examined, at
every percentile, the quadratic model demonstrated a clear and significant superiority
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Figure 15. CDF of 1st natural frequency using uncorrelated normal design variables

over the linear model.
Again addressed was the question of the appropriate choice of method for the
analysis of the quadratic model. Both the FORM and FPI methods were employed;
the results are shown in Fig. 18 for the case of the Weibull distribution and uncorre
lated variables. The FPI method is seen to produce a better match to the exact CDF
than the FORM method. The difference between the results produced by these meth
ods does appear to be significant for this case. In other cases that were examined,
FPI still produced superior results, but the difference was smaller.
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Figure 16. CDF of 1st natural frequency using correlated normal design variables
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Frequency ( Hz )

Figure 17. CDF of 1st natural frequency using uncorrelated Weibull design variables
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Table XVII. Model 2, CDF comparisons for uncorrelated normal design variables
Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value (Hz)

% error

value (Hz)

% error

70th

7.75650

0.689

7.83228

0.281

80th

8.02686

1.182

8.13111

0.101

90th

8.40192

2.353

8.57365

0.357

95th

8.71140

3.668

8.96054

0.913

Percentile

Table XVIII. Model 2, CDF comparisons for correlated normal design variables
Percentile

Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value (Hz)

% error

value (Hz)

% error

70th

7.74518

0.730

7.82173

0.251

80th

8.00868

1.224

8.11854

0.131

90th

8.37414

2.364

8.54625

0.357

95th

8.67597

3.479

8.92141

0.749

Table XIX. Model 2, CDF comparisons for uncorrelated Weibull design variables
Percentile

Linear model (FORM method)

Quadratic model (FPI method)

value (Hz)

% error

value (Hz)

% error

70th

7.67190

1.099

7.79046

0.429

80th

7.96196

1.758

8.11613

0.145

90th

8.39076

3.282

8.62784

0.549

95th

8.76930

5.246

9.11306

1.532
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Figure 18. CDF of 1st natural frequency produced by FORM and FPI for quadratic
model
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Developed as a part of the present study is a new analytical capability to
determine the means, standard deviations and correlation coefficients for the outputs
of a quadratic process given the process input statistics. The input variables may be
correlated or uncorrelated and admissible distributions for the analysis are normal,
lognormal and Weibull. The analysis is exact for uncorrelated input variables. It
is also exact if all the correlated input variables are normally distributed. For nonnormally distributed and correlated input variables, a robust approximate technique
was devised.
The new capability was translated into code that was integrated into an exist
ing, user-friendly statistical analysis package. This package, SAMDES, was written
earlier at UMR for use at Ford Motor Company. Since SAMDES permits interfacing
with a commercial statistical analysis tool, FPI a product of the Southwest Research
Institute — additional programming was done during the present study to allow FPI
to generate CDF’s for outputs of a quadratic process.
Two models were included here to demonstrate the new analysis capabilities.
For the first model, a cantilever beam, the equations for the root stress and tip
deflection were approximated by linear and quadratic representations. Approximate
statistics based on the linear and quadratic representations were developed for the
root stress and the tip deflection. These were compared to the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation — the “exact” solution — in order to illustrate the level of improvement
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that one might expect for the new analysis. The second model was a finite element
model of a simply supported beam. This model was devised to more closely represent
the actual use to which the new analysis will be put. For this demonstration, the first
natural frequency of the beam — a nonlinear function of the input variables — was
approximated by a linear and a quadratic representation. Derivatives, or sensitivities,
needed for the representations were numerically approximated by exercising the FE
model. Statistics for the first natural frequency were developed using a Monte Carlo
simulation, and using the linear and quadratic models. These were also compared to
illustrate the relative efficacy of the new analysis in this more applied setting.
The data presented in the previous section illustrate forcefully that the quadratic
model can be expected to provide a very significant improvement in the estimate for
the mean of the output of a non-linear process. This was demonstrated for the two
models described above, and for correlated and uncorrelated inputs, as well as for
inputs having normal and Weibull distributions.
While improvements were often noted in the estimates for the standard de
viations of the outputs of the non-linear processes that were examined during this
study, the data are not really conclusive. Further study is possibly in order. As was
pointed out in this thesis, however, comparing the standard deviation estimated by
the linear approximation to the standard deviation estimated by the quadratic model
is something like comparing apples to oranges. The linear approximation can not
distinguish the distribution of the inputs. The quadratic approximation can, at least,
insofar as skew and kurtosis are concerned.
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Also not very conclusive was work done on the improvement that one might
expect in the quality of the estimation of the output variable correlation afforded by
the quadratic model. Too few cases were examined, and, for the cases that were exam
ined, the strong correlation betweqn the outputs due to their parametric dependence
probably masked the results that were sought.
Another strong result of the present study was the consistently high quality
noted for the quadratic model-based approximations of the response CDF’s. For both
examples, for all input distributions examined, and for uncorrelated and correlated
input variables, the response CDF’s that the quadratic models produced were far
better representations of the exact CDF’s that were those produced by the linear
analysis. This result was well illustrated in subjective and objective terms.
Planned future work will involve the development of tools for generating CDF’s
(and related quantities) for quadratic model outputs that do not require the use of
the Southwest Research package. The goal of this work will be a dedicated computer
code that offers the computational speed needed to rapidly update response statistics
on CRT presentations as engineers change input parameters as part of an on-going
design process.

APPENDIX A
HIGHER MOMENTS OF NORMAL, WEIBULL AND LOGNORMAL
DISTRIBUTIONS
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1. Normal Distribution

The PDF of a normal distribution is defined as:

(81)

fx {x ) = ~i==^e
V27T<7

The j rb moment of normally distributed random variable X about its mean is defined
as:

E [(X -
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If j is odd then equation (82) is an odd function and the integral evaluates to zero.
If j is even then it is a even function and /Xj can be written as
f j
,
Uj — /?— / zJe 2 dz
y/2ir 0

(83)

This integral can be further simplified by using the following formula
OO

n + 1

£J_ r (

n+ 1

(84)
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So if j is even

is derived as
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2. Lognormal Distribution

The PDF of the lognormal distribution is defined

as:
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3. Weibull Distribution

The PDF of the Weibull distribution is defined as:

(87)
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Peforming the following transformation,
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,
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL ESTIMATION OF DERIVATIVES
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In Section IV while performing the .R-to-r transformation, the following prob
lem is required to be solved. There is a product defined as:

C(Ui,Uj) = Xi(Ui)Xj(Uj)

(90)

Xi(Ui) =

Fx }{$ (u i))

(91)

XM i )

FX-(^(Uj))

(92)

where,

=

The derivatives of this function C(ui,Uj) with respect to Ui and Uj have to be com
puted
a km

__ ( dk+mC
\dukdu™

(93)
u=0

To calculate these derivatives numerically, the following finite difference formulae were
used

1. Forward Difference Formula
C forward

km

1

k m
C (uio + (k — r)h , Uj0 + (m — s ) h )

hk+m r—0s=0

(94)

2. Backward Difference Formula
1
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(95)

3. Central Difference Formula
C central

km

s-iforward . backward
'-'km
km
2

(96)
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where, the variable h in each case is a finite increment to be specified. The value of
h significantly affects the result for the derivative.
In order to make the computation of derivatives independent of such arbitrary
specifications, analytical expressions for the derivatives were derived for the cases
when the random variables are normal, lognormal and Weibull. The derivation is
shown below.
The derivatives of the product function can be written as
dkXi(ui)\
dui

fd mXj(uj)

/ Ui=oV

duT

where Xi(ui) and Xj(uj) are defined by the functions in equations (91) and (91). So
analytical expressions have to be derived for the derivatives of these functions.
1. Normal Distribution

If the random variable X belongs to the the normal

distribution, the reduced variable Z = —~^x , has a standard normal CDF. So the
inverse mapping in equation (91) reduces to
x ~ dx

& -1 ($(w))

ox
x - Hx
Ox
x

u

=

uax + nx

The derivatives of the function x(u) can thus be derived as
dkx(u)
duk
2. Lognormal Distribution

ox
0

k= 1
k> 1

(98)

If the random variable X belongs to the the log

normal distribution, the reduced variable Z — -nA'~A, has a standard normal CDF.
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The inverse mapping in equation (91) reduces to
In x — A

c
In x — A

c
x

u
euC+A

The derivatives of the function x(u) can thus be derived as
dkx{u) _ ^
C+A
= C ev
duk
3. Weibull Distribution

(99)

If the random variable X belongs to the Weibull

distribution, the inverse mapping in equation (91) is written as
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where 0 and 9 are parameters of the W7eibull distribution and p(u) = —In (1 — $ (« )).
A general formula for the k^ derivative of x(u) for this case, is not derived here as
the analysis required only the first, second and third derivatives. These have been
derived below
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where p', p" and p'" are the first, second and third derivatives of the function p(u)
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respectively. They are derived below
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The derivatives of the standard normal PDF are derived as follows
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